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Guiding principles: Credible, Consistent and Compatible 

● National and regional offset programs open up potential for 

innovation in climate policy, compared to having only one global 

system 

● Credibility of national system encompasses environmental 

integrity, transparency, and objectivity, while consistency covers 

the internal consistency of the rules and procedures 

● Compatibility is important mainly if the system will be linked to 

other countries or international trading system (now or in the 

future) 

● Building on established international standards and infrastructure 

necessarily can reduce set up costs and may bring with it 

credibility and compatibility, but local innovation in offset 

programmes can also drive international progress on mitigation  
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Guiding principles: Credible, Consistent and Compatible (2) 

● Adding country-specific requirements can align programme more 

closely with national priorities without reducing compatibility and 

credibility (but may add some cost) 

● Moving from international standards towards national programme 

elements (e.g. methodologies) allows greater flexibility and 

streamlining but will need support and time for dialogue with other 

potential partners e.g. California-Quebec several years of dialogue  

● Domestic offset scheme drivers are commonly cost reduction (for 

domestic policies) and the degree of international trading 

● Opportunity for partners to innovate, particularly in sectors that have 

not been well address be existing markets 

● If units are to be traded, then compatibility is also key criteria for 

programme, and international standards may help 

● Individual markets could link to one or more partners – how to 

support this evolution? 
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Scope of offset programme: drivers 
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Scope of offset programmes: options 

● If offset programme is alongside ETS of other policy, overlap of 

sector could increase risk of double counting 

● Consider demand for offsets (domestic or international), where are 

the most cost-effective domestic reductions, and whether there are 

demand preferences for sectors or project types 

● Sectoral scope often drives many other decisions (e.g. baseline 

setting, registry requirements) 

● May choose to start in sectors with international experience and 

standards to move more quickly, but then expand 

● Need to match your institutional capacity and timeline to the 

expansion to new sectors or development of new protocols 

● Evolution of system could include “road testing” new areas before 

bringing them into full operation or linking/trading 
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Defining the scope of an offset programme 

● Consider where existing systems have been most successful (e.g. 

renewable energy, methane abatement) but do not necessarily 

limit programme to these areas 

● To innovate and explore new areas, need collaborative design 

approach to understand uncertainties and risks, so that 

programme can maintain credibility and compatibility, and also to 

be cost-effective 
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Offset programme governance 

● Commonalities: Executive Body, Program Administrators (PA), 

Advisory Boards and Third-Party Auditors 

● Differences: specific accreditation standards, Executive Body role 

in project approval, outreach provided by PA, level of PA 

involvement in methodology development 

● Choices will reflect national context (regulatory environment, 

existing governance structures, capacity of executive body/PA) as 

well as the need for transparency from project developer 

perspective 

● Multiple tools for risk management: 

● Accreditation, supervision and suspension of auditors: liability for 

errors in calculations (auditor, buyer or seller), non-additionality, etc. 

● Role of stakeholder consultation to reduce project implementation 

risks – may be different for trading versus domestic use of offsets 

● Can project approval be revoked after registration? If so, by whom? 

● Other tools for managing risks: discounting, buffer accounts, 

insurance, appeals process 
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Offset programme governance (2) 

● Accreditation options: 

● Many programmes use DOEs/AIEs, but many also use ISO14065 or 

ANSI, and some have their own process (e.g. CCER, California) 

– Is ISO14065 compatible/comparable with DOE/AIE process? 

● How much capacity and investment is required to set up largely new 

system and what added value can this bring? 

● What capacity building is needed to increase number of local 

auditors?  

● How to address accreditation for new (domestic) protocols? 
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Project cycle 

● Commonalities: completeness check and approval by 

administrator, monitoring, third party verification, review of 

verification, final approval and issuance 

● Differences: third party validation as separate step, administrator 

vs Executive Body role, degree of stakeholder engagement 

● Combined validation and verification 

● Can save time and cost for project developers 

● Require a simple “checklist” approach – transparent rules for project 

developers   

● Project cycle may be tailored to scale and sectoral choices, to 

reflect different risks 

● Simplicity and transparency of project cycle is incentive for project 

developer by reducing transaction costs  
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GHG calculations 

● Baseline methodologies 

● Significant cross-over among programmes on methodologies: often 

both “imported” and local (top-down or bottom-up) methodologies 

● Some systems only use proprietary methodologies – often (but not 

always) for sectors/technologies with more certain baselines and 

covering entire technology area with one protocol 

● Moving further away from international standards and methodologies 

increases flexibility to reflect national circumstances, but may raise 

compatibility problems in the long run 

● Significant capacity requirements to evaluate bottom-up proposals, 

and also to develop top-down ones  

● How to address sectors with limited experience and methodological 

resources (e.g. transport) if this is a national priority? Can this be 

done collaboratively across the Offsetting Working Group? 
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GHG calculations (2) 

● Standardisation: cost-effectiveness and environmental integrity 

● All offset programmes are looking at how to standardize parameters, 

requirements and procedures to increase certainty, reduce time lags 

and reduce costs 

● Standardisation, however, is also related to scope (sectors, scale, 

technologies) 

● Significant parameter standardization possible is most sectors 

● Positive lists work best for technologies where the “status quo” is an 

appropriate baseline (i.e. no regulatory requirements to implement, 

no policy or economic incentives) 

● Performance benchmarks can be effective tool, although more 

complex in a dynamic sector with many influences, and/or in 

heterogeneous sectors (i.e. determining what are “similar” 

technologies and projects)  

● Other approaches may be possible, and are definitely in demand in 

shaping “new market mechanisms” 
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Data management and registries  

● Robust registry system is critical for avoiding double counting 

● Domestic program scope will determine architecture, but likely to 

have significant commonality across countries 

● Both administrative functions and market transaction functions 

● Currently have a mix of in-house registries (e.g. CDM Registry, 

WCI’s CITSS for California and Quebec, China’s National Registry 

System (NRS) for CCER), and outsourced registries (e.g. VCS, 

CAR, GS) 

● For in-house registries, need to consider costs to build, operate 

and maintain these systems 

● For outsourced registries, need to consider legal and operation 

issues as well as cost 

● Domestic registries outside the carbon market (or environmental 

markets in general) are a possibility, as well as international players 

(e.g. APX, Markit) 
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A step-by-step approach? 

● To what extent can building on existing elements and 

infrastructure allow for faster start and high credibility? 

● What will it take to addresses sectors/areas of high national 

priority that are not addressed by existing approaches? 

● Opportunity for collaboration between various partners? 

● How to “road test” new ideas to test feasibility and demand, as 

well as promote dialogue? 

● How much capacity do you have? What do you able to invest in 

setting up a system? How much time do you have? 

● How can partners also promote reform of existing international 

standards (e.g. CDM, VCS), alongside the development of bottom-

up domestic approaches? 

● Is it possible to separate what is traded versus what is used 

domestically in the early stages of scheme development, to allow 

for more innovation? How would this evolve over time and enlarge 

potential for trade? 
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Thank you! 

 

Randall.spaldingfecher@gmail.com 


